I have five times posted a graphic suggesting that a particular photo has been planned in advance as the
photo that forces the Q question, but it got no traction, so I am going to argue this from scratch. The
more I look into this, the more I am convinced. I know many anons prefer nice graphics and such, but
my graphic got me nowhere, I am just going to write like I think, and post via pdf due to length.
The photo is from a NYT article: https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/24/us/politics/michael-antonwhite-house-state-dinner.html
and it shows former NSC Deputy Assistant to the President for Strategic Communications cooking in
the White House kitchen in preparation for the 24 April 2018 State Dinner for Macron.

I think the photo, and everything surrounding it, was carefully staged as part of the show, and I'll make
my case. And I think that Q and DJT are now telling us to figure this out.
Let's begin with the background of Anton. He rose to prominence with his essay "The Flight 93
Election" published under the pseodonym Publius Decius Mus. I can say that this essay personally
convinced me to support Trump. And it convinced a lot of the most intellectually-minded Trump
supporters, many of whom, like myself, might have previously been rather skeptical, to say the least. I
used to HATE Trump. But on election night 2016 I was ecstatic! I KNEW Trump would win, no matter
what the fakes news was saying, and he did!
I subsequently looked into a few things written by Anton, and found them quite insightful and
interesting. I had been following the whole Clinton email saga, and I followed Pizzagate, and probably
caught wind of Q via The_Donald right at the start, and I even made a few posts, but I faded in and out
when it became clear that things weren't happening exactly as Q claimed. It never at all occurred to me
that Anton had anything to do with this.
I stepped up following Q probably in summer 2018, mostly following /r/greatawakening and
sometimes posting. Then it hit me ALL AT ONCE that Anton could be involved in this. This might
have been a fluke, since it came from Q linking to a White House petition involving antifa, and the
petition was posted by "M.A". I looked into this recently, and apparently that petition was supposedly

posted by the "Microchip" persona and I never followed that whole line of inquiry and really don't
know much about it.
The IMMEDIATE thing that hit me with Anton was that he is a guy who has read Plato, and seriously.
I read Plato, in Greek, and Plato is AMAZING, and he REPEATEDLY says things without really
saying them overtly. If you actually read Plato in Greek, and you actually follow Q, you will see that Q
is using all sorts of moves that are in Plato. And they are genius! But Plato isn't just an intellectual
puzzle, because he also speaks directly to the "normies" who just desire goodness and beauty and truth
and so on, and are disgusted by depravity and corruption. You don't need to solve puzzles to follow Q
or Plato, but if you want to solve puzzles, they are there to solve.
I quickly started looking into Anton, and found TONS of evidence to suggest he was involved in this:
his repeated forays into pseudonymous communication and his actual connections at NSC were added
to his basic philosophical outlook and his clear familiarity with the power of indirect communication.
But then I stopped looking into that, since I realized Anton was NOT part of the official Q narrative,
which I basically supported, and I didn't want to be involved trying to "dox" a key member of the team.
But now DJT has tweeted twice on Anton since December, and suspect his 14 Feb tweet is hinting that
Anton is part of Q and that we should roll with this.
Let's go back first to Anton's departure from the White House on 8 Apr 2018. Even putting Q aside, the
"official" story makes very little sense. I am thinking especially of this Breitbart article:
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2018/04/08/michael-anton-pushed-national-security-council-daysmcmasters-departure/
Basically, Anton is supposedly accused by anonymous White House sources of being both a betrayer of
the MAGA agenda and a leaker. Anton himself responds on 15 Apr 2018 via an interview with "the
editors" at American Greatness (https://amgreatness.com/2018/04/15/michael-anton-addresses-hiscritics-affirms-support-for-trump/), a site he was formerly an editor for, and he pounds the claims as
absurd. I suspect that this is ALL part of the show.
The claim that Anton betrayed the MAGA agenda and sought to be a swamp creature is most absurd.
The Breitbart article has anonymous sources claim that he was desperately trying to save his job by
calling "Trump loyalists" in his last days. But this is the guy who put his livelihood ON THE LINE by
ACTIVELY trying to convince intellectuals that EVERYTHING hinged on VOTING FOR TRUMP.
He is close to the LAST guy I'd suspect would want to be a swamp creature, and his actions since
"leaving the White House" have done nothing to undermine that view. His public interviews and
articles have persisently supported a pro-American agenda, with reason and intellect.
As for the claim that he was a "leaker", he seems a very disciplined guy. His JOB was to convey a
message, and I suspect that the claim in Breitbart that he was "Suspect #1" when it came to leaking was
meant for us. "Q" is a "leaker" of sorts but it is all coming from the top.
The Breitbart article is INHERENTLY contradictory. It tells how the White House released a "cheery
statement" on Anton's departure, with DJT calling him "a great guy". What?! Donald "You're fired!"
Trump is getting rid of a betrayer and a leaker and calling him "a great guy"! Does that make sense?
And Sarah Sanders called him "one of the smartest and most talented individuals" she had ever worked
with, an "amazing chef", and a "true friend". And several weeks later this betrayer and leaker is
granted the privilege of cooking for the State Dinner?! Something is wrong!

Now let's put Anton aside, and look at the Q drops on the State Dinner. Basically, Q tells us that it will
be a marker for the Q question.
Look at these two drops from 24 Apr 2018, the date of the State Dinner with Macron. Taken together,
they suggest that Q is marking the State Dinner as somehow a clue to the date and time of the MOAB,
which I'm taking as the time when the storm hits beyond doubt. Has this marker been confirmed yet? I
don't think so. I don't see anything connected with that event as a MOAB. Yet.
1st drop:

2nd drop:

Now check out this drop from 25 Apr 2018. Anton cooked at the State Dinner on 24 Apr. So 25 Apr is
his first day outside the WH for good.

The highlighted line seems to be about Flynn, on the surface. In any case, Flynn HIRED Anton. They
are probably working together somehow. But it is curious that just after the "fake news" highlights
Anton's final performmance at the WH, and Q drops markers for the State Dinner, Q suggests that
someone has a role "outside of WH".
Put that all aside for now. Here is a new angle. The Q drop from 5 Oct 2018 offer clues:

It links to a tweet by VIPAnon that includes this graphic:

Basically, VIPAnon met DJT and asked him if Q is real. And his response, according to VIPAnon was:
"(He looked me right in the eye, paused for an uncomfortable second, then threw out his hands to his
side and said) "I don't know, maybe." (another pause then said) "I do know they are great people!"

Note first that DJT called Anton a "great guy" upon his departure for "leaking" and "betrayal". DJT
says "great" a lot but it might matter here.
Now look at what Q says:
"Important moment in time.
The picture will be the signifier.
The signifier will 'force' the Q.
The Q will be answered (((WWG1WGA)))."
It seems Q is saying that a particular picture will force the Q question.
On my reading, Q has already signalled that the Macron State Dinner is a marker for the MOAB, which
I take as the Q reveal. Will a photo from the Macron State Dinner play a central role in the Q reveal? I
say yes. But put that aside, as there is more.
On 11 Dec 2018, DJT brings Anton back into the show via tweet:

He is a "true National Security expert"? Why isn't he at the White House? Doesn't DJT want the best?
Then, 11 Feb 2019, 2 month delta, Anton appears on Tucker DURING the El Paso Trump rally:

Q has just said on 9 Feb that "It's time to return publicaly." And then at the rally DJT is dropping Q
proofs like mad. Anton is on Tucker while the rally is playing on the side, while DJT, Jr., is speaking.
Keep in mind that Tucker is a quasi-official outlet for WH communications. Coincidence? Possibly...
but then comes what I think is a MAJOR tweet.
14 Feb 2019, DJT tweets:

My rendition:

Anton's title has 17 words, and DJT is tweeting it. Is this a coincidence? I think not. It is a wordy title,
and not in Anton's style, I think. It seems like it could have been chosen to have exactly 17 words. Is
DJT saying that Anton is the author of "17" i.e. the "author" of "Q"? Coming just after the timed
appearance of Anton on Tucker during the "Q proof crazy" rally, I'd say that is possible. It is a slight
twist on a standard Q proof.
But why? I think the key is the link to the picture.
In the 14 Feb tweet, DJT calls Anton "very talented". Various net searches on Anton quickly return
stories about his cooking at the State Dinner, employing his "talent" of cooking. They all call this his
final act at the WH.
Let's turn to the NYT, the "paper of record": ttps://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/24/us/politics/michaelanton-white-house-state-dinner.html
According to NYT:
"Mr. Anton, a classically trained chef who favors French cuisine, resigned on April 8 in a phone call
with President Trump, the night before General McMaster’s successor, John R. Bolton, started work.
As he packed up his office the next day, he made a special request of the current chief of staff, John F.
Kelly: that he be allowed to come back for a day to work as a line cook in the White House kitchen,
helping to prepare Mr. Trump’s state dinner for President Emmanuel Macron and his wife, Brigitte.
At first bewildered by the request, Mr. Kelly readily gave his blessing."
Curious!
Check out the last line of the article:
'It’s not exactly Mr. Anton’s culinary sweet spot, but he said cheerfully, “I’ll do whatever I’m told to
do.”'
What? Q: "We serve at the pleasure of the President."
Is this a leaker and betrayer seeking special favors of the chief of staff? Or is it something else entirely.
Let's dive into the picture itself. (Forget about deeper implication temporaritly.) Here is my take:

From the article, Anton is making shrimp canapes. These are little puff pastries with a shrimp inside.
But let's focus on the photo.
First, Anton has LITERALLY DROPPED CRUMBS.
HOLD ON: If I am right, then the man DJT has pointed to as the ACTUAL AUTHOR of QANON has
been PICTURED by the FAKE NEWS NYT TIMES as DROPPING CRUMBS!!!
But look on the bottom. A reflection. Q: "Think mirror." Is Anton just making puff pastries with tiny
shrimp, in this puff piece of an article? Or is he doing something else entirely? Is it possible... is there
some interpretation in which he YUGELY BRINGS THE PAIN?! YES!!!!!!
What does his jacket say: "French"? He is making "bread", but how do we say this in FRENCH? P-AI-N. PAIN! PAIN! PAIN!
The FAKE NEWS has been played! They show "Q" serving the PAIN!
Am I thinking too much or is there some deeper meaning here?
Let's think about the "meaning" of this article from the "fake news" angle. Anton, an intellectual, has
been "ousted" from the WH. Somehow, they allowed him back to cook pastries, because they are dumb
losers. Anton is a "sophisticated" guy who maybe fell in with that loser crowd but cares about fine

cuisine, and an article about him can highlight what losers they are: racists, sexists, xenophobes, etc!
Dumb MAGA losers don't know sh*t about French cooking or anything worthwhile!
Think Mirror! BAM! BAM! BAM!
The fake news will tell the "truth" about a puff story (literally a "puff piece" about pieces of puff
pastry), but it will LIE about corruption and depravity and all such things.
But they are CAUGHT! If this photo is a STAGED photo..., if this photo was planned all along by the
WH national security team, then QANON IS REAL! QANON WAS PLANNED ALL ALONG BY
THE HIGHEST ECHELONS! THERE IS NO ESCAPE! THEY HAVE LIED AND LIED AND LIED!
So MANY have figured this out, but the PAIN will be INFLICTED on the GUILTY!
Here's how I think it might go: anons look into what I'm saying and start to believe. Clickbait slaves
who follow start posting "You won't believe what QAnon conspiracy theorists think now!" Some
"journalists" with a modicum of honesty look at the facts and try to question Anton or Sanders and they
defer questions to POTUS. He admits the photo is staged and they all start to fight each other as rats on
a sinking ship.
I think the show is ending. I hope to meet some of you on the other side.
WWG1WGA!

